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Background
Based on preclinical research, the MAPK growth factor pathway is thought to be a driving oncogenic pathway in breast cancer, potentially in association with the ER pathway. In patients it is unclear how functional MAPK pathway

activity relates to the activity of the ER pathway to drive cancer growth. Based on previous experience with development of the ER pathway1, we developed a MAPK pathway test. We now present:

(1) MAPK pathway activity and its relation to ER pathway activity in breast cancer

(2) Emergence of MAPK pathway activity associated with hormonal therapy resistance

Test for quantitative measurement of signal transduction pathway activity
Specific signal transduction pathway activity can be determined by measuring mRNA levels of the specific transcriptional target genes belonging to that pathway, using a Bayesian computational model1. These mRNA based tests* have

been developed for androgen and estrogen receptor (ER), Hedgehog, TGFβ, Notch, NFκB, PI3K, and Wnt. The MAPK pathway model* was developed on Affymetrix mRNA data from samples with non-activated and with induced MAPK

pathway activities.

On single tissue or cell culture sample, Affymetrix HG-U133 Plus 2.0 microarray, qPCR or RNA-sequencing can be used to measure several pathways from the same sample and provide quantitative and repeatable pathway activity

scores (PAS) expressed on a 0-100 scale.1
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MAPK pathway activity is increased in breast cancer samples and 

independent of ER pathway activity
GSE458272 Affymetrix microarray data were used, containing:

 Primary invasive breast cancer samples obtained at surgery before treatment

 Normal tissue samples

 Intrinsic breast cancer subtypes determined based on Perou’s classification3

In clinical breast cancer samples: 

 MAPK pathway activity is increased in all BC 

subtypes (compared to normal)

 Large dynamic range in MAPK and ER pathway 

activity and BC subtypes, indicating patient specific 

pathway activities

 No meaningful correlation (R=-0.21) between MAPK 

and ER pathway activity suggesting different 

underlying mechanisms of tumor growth in each 

patient  ⇨ important to measure both pathways

*Research Use Only (RUO)
The MAPK reading is derived from the activity reading of the AP1 transcription factor. This presentation is the intellectual property of the author/presenter. Contact anja.van.de.stolpe@philips.com for permission to reprint and/or distribute.

Hormonal therapy resistance is associated with 

MAPK pathway activity 
 GSE743914 Affymetrix microarray data set used (MCF-7/ ER+)

 Fulvestrant resistance induced by long term treatment with 100 nM fulvestrant;

still ER+ staining

Fulvestrant resistance shows increased MAPK and decreased ER-PAS

Fulvestrant-sensitive MCF-7 (n=6)

• High  ER PAS

• Low   MAPK  PAS

Strongly increased MAPK pathway activity and reduced ER pathway activity may explain 

therapy resistance to hormonal treatment.

Fulvestrant-resistance MCF-7 (n=20)

• Low  ER PAS

• High  MAPK  PAS

Discussion

 Results support the MAPK pathway as a potential tumor driving pathway in 

breast cancer 

 In hormonal therapy resistant MCF-7 cell lines (ER+), increased MAPK pathway 

activity is observed, suggesting a possible escape mechanism that could be 

targeted

 In breast cancer patients the MAPK pathway activity is variably increased

 In a subgroup of luminal patients the MAPK pathway activity may confer 

resistance to hormonal therapy and may be considered for targeted therapy

Future clinical studies are needed to confirm the role of MAPK signaling pathway in 

hormonal therapy resistance and treatment.
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MAPK pathway 

activity test 
HepG2 liver cell line treated with DMSO (control)

for 12/24h or 500 nM TPA (activated pathway)

Increased ER Pathway activity score 
in Luminal subtypes

n=7 n=17 n=39 n=41 n=32n=7 n=17 n=39 n=41 n=32

Increased MAPK Pathway activity in 
all breast cancer subtypes


